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(54) SLIDE RAIL ASSEMBLY

(57) A slide rail assembly (300) includes a first rail
(302), a second rail (304), a first structure (320), a second
structure (322) and a disengaging member (312) . The
disengaging member (312) is arranged at a position on
the second rail (304) to be conveniently operated by a
user. When the second rail (304) is moved relative to the

first rail (302) to an extended position, the first structure
(320) and the second structure (322) are configured to
be engaged with each other, in order to hold the second
rail (304) at the extended position. Wherein, the disen-
gaging member (312) is configured to disengage the first
structure (320) from the second structure (322).
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Description

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention is related to a slide rail
assembly comprising at least two rails.

Background of the Invention

[0002] As shown in FIG. 1, in a rack system, a rack
usually complies with a predetermined specification. For
example, the rack can be a standard rack specified by
the Electronic Industries Association (EIA).
[0003] Moreover, each of a first post 1a and a second
post 1b of the rack (or a cabinet) has a predetermined
height, and a plurality of slide rail assemblies are usually
arranged between the first post 1a and the second post
1b from top to bottom. For example, a first slide rail as-
sembly 3a, a second slide rail assembly 3b, a third slide
rail assembly 3c and a fourth slide rail assembly 3d are
arranged between the first post 1a and the second post
1b. Each of the slide rail assemblies comprises a first rail
5, a second rail 7 and a third rail 9. Wherein, the first rail
5 is mounted to the first post 1a and the second post 1b
through a first bracket 11 and a second bracket 13 re-
spectively. On the other hand, when the second rail 7 of
the third slide rail assembly 3c is located at an extended
position P, corresponding structures of the second rail 7
and the first rail 5 (such as a first structure 15a and a
second structure 15b being engaged with each other)
are configured to temporarily hold the second rail 7 at
the extended position P, in order to facilitate related main-
tenance operations on a rail of the slide rail assembly or
a carried object 17 carried by the rail. However, since a
position where the first structure 15a and the second
structure 15b of the third slide rail assembly 3c are en-
gaged with each other is away from a front part 5a of the
first rail 5 (or away from the first post 1a), and a specifi-
cation height h (such as 44.45mm) is defined between
two adjacent slide rail assemblies due to the predeter-
mined specification, sometimes it is not easy for a user
to reach into a space defined by the specification height
h between the two adjacent slide rail assemblies. Partic-
ularly, the user must extend the hand into the space a
distance K to operate in order to detach the first structure
15a from the second structure 15b, which is not conven-
ient. If the second rail 7 is located at the extended position
P to be outside the rack, a person walking nearby the
rack might be hurt.
[0004] Therefore, it is important to develop various
slide rail products for different market requirements.

Summary of the Invention

[0005] This in mind, the present invention aims at pro-
viding a mechanism capable of preventing a rail from
being moved relative to another rail from an extended
position, and allowing a user to conveniently disable the

mechanism at the extended position.
[0006] This is achieved by a slide rail assembly accord-
ing to claims 1 and 11. The dependent claims pertain to
corresponding further developments and improvements.
[0007] As will be seen more clearly from the detailed
description following below, the claimed slide rail assem-
bly comprises a first rail, a second rail, a first structure
and a second structure. The second rail is movable rel-
ative to the first rail. The first structure is arranged adja-
cent to an end part of the first rail. The second structure
is arranged on the second rail. Wherein, when the second
rail is moved relative to the first rail from a retracted po-
sition to an extended position along a first direction, the
first structure and the second structure are configured to
be engaged with each other, in order to prevent the sec-
ond rail from being moved from the extended position
along the first direction or a second direction. Wherein,
the second direction is opposite to the first direction.
[0008] As will be seen more clearly from the detailed
description following below, the claimed slide rail assem-
bly comprises a first rail, a second rail, a first bracket, a
second bracket, a first structure and a second structure.
The first rail has a front part and a rear part. The second
rail is movable relative to the first rail. The first bracket is
arranged adjacent to the front part of the first rail. The
first bracket comprises at least one mounting member
configured to mount the first rail to a first post of a rack.
The second bracket is movably arranged adjacent to the
rear part of the first rail. The second bracket comprises
at least one mounting member configured to mount the
first rail to a second post of the rack. The first structure
is arranged on the first bracket. The second structure is
arranged on the second rail. Wherein, when the second
rail is located at an extended position relative to the first
rail, the first structure and the second structure are con-
figured to be engaged with each other.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0009] In the following, the invention is further illustrat-
ed by way of example, taking reference to the accompa-
nying drawings thereof:

FIG. 1 is a diagram showing a plurality of slide rail
assemblies of the prior art being mounted to a rack;
FIG. 2 is a diagram showing a slide rail assembly
being mounted to a rack according to a first embod-
iment of the present invention;
FIG. 3 is a diagram showing the slide rail assembly
according to the first embodiment of the present in-
vention;
FIG. 4 is an exploded view of the slide rail assembly
according to the first embodiment of the present in-
vention;
FIG. 5 is a diagram showing the slide rail assembly
being mounted to two posts of the rack, and the slide
rail assembly being in a retracted state according to
the first embodiment of the present invention;
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FIG. 6 is an enlarged view of an area A of FIG. 5;
FIG. 7 is an enlarged view of an area B of FIG. 5;
FIG. 8 is a diagram showing the slide rail assembly
being mounted to the post of the rack, and a second
rail and a third rail of the slide rail assembly being
synchronously moved relative to a first rail along a
first direction according to the first embodiment of
the present invention;
FIG. 9 is an enlarged view of an area A of FIG. 8;
FIG. 10 is a diagram showing the second rail and
the third rail of the slide rail assembly being further
moved relative to the first rail along the first direction,
and the second rail being located at an extended
position according to the first embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 11 is an enlarged view of an area A of FIG. 10;
FIG. 12 is an enlarged view of an area B of FIG. 10;
FIG. 13 is a diagram showing the third rail of the slide
rail assembly being moved relative to the second rail
along the first direction according to the first embod-
iment of the present invention;
FIG. 14 is a diagram showing the third rail of the slide
rail assembly being further moved relative to the sec-
ond rail along the first direction according to the first
embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 15 is a diagram showing the third rail of the slide
rail assembly being further moved relative to the sec-
ond rail along the first direction to a completely ex-
tended position according to the first embodiment of
the present invention;
FIG. 16 is a diagram showing a working member
being no longer blocked by the second rail, and the
third rail of the slide rail assembly being moved rel-
ative to the second rail away from the completely
extended position along the first direction according
to the first embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 17 is a diagram showing the second rail of the
slide rail assembly being located at the extended po-
sition relative to the first rail, and the third rail being
detached from the second rail according to the first
embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 18 is a diagram showing a plurality of slide rail
assemblies being mounted to the rack according to
the first embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 19 is a diagram showing a slide rail assembly
being mounted to a rack, with a releasing member
before being operated from a viewing angle accord-
ing to a second embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 20 is a diagram showing the slide rail assembly
being mounted to the rack, with the releasing mem-
ber before being operated from another viewing an-
gle according to the second embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 21 is a diagram showing the slide rail assembly
being mounted to the rack, with the releasing mem-
ber after being operated from a viewing angle ac-
cording to the second embodiment of the present
invention;

FIG. 22 is a diagram showing the slide rail assembly
being mounted to the rack, with the releasing mem-
ber after being operated from anther viewing angle
according to the second embodiment of the present
invention;
FIG. 23 is a diagram showing the third rail of the slide
rail assembly being retracted from an extended po-
sition along a direction according to the second em-
bodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 24 is a diagram showing the third rail of the slide
rail assembly being further retracted along the direc-
tion to disengage the first rail from the second rail
according to the second embodiment of the present
invention;
FIG. 25 is a diagram showing a slide rail assembly
according to a third embodiment of the present in-
vention;
FIG. 26 is an exploded view of the slide rail assembly
according to the third embodiment of the present in-
vention;
FIG. 27 is a diagram showing the slide rail assembly
being mounted to the rack, with a disengaging mem-
ber before being operated from a viewing angle ac-
cording to the third embodiment of the present in-
vention;
FIG. 28 is a diagram showing the slide rail assembly
being mounted to the rack, with the disengaging
member before being operated from another viewing
angle according to the third embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 29 is a diagram showing the slide rail assembly
being mounted to the rack, with the disengaging
member after being operated from a viewing angle
according to the third embodiment of the present in-
vention; and
FIG. 30 is a diagram showing the slide rail assembly
being mounted to the rack, with the disengaging
member after being operated from another viewing
angle according to the third embodiment of the
present invention.

Detailed Description

[0010] As shown in FIG. 2, FIG. 3 and FIG. 4, a slide
rail assembly 20 is configured to be mounted to a first
post 26a and a second post 26b of a rack through a first
bracket 22 and a second bracket 24 according to an em-
bodiment of the present invention.
[0011] The slide rail assembly 20 comprises a first rail
28, a second rail 30, a first structure 32 and a second
structure 34. Preferably, the slide rail assembly 20 further
comprises a third rail 36.
[0012] The first rail 28 has a first end part 28a and a
second end part 28b, such as a front part and a rear part.
Preferably, the first bracket 22 is arranged adjacent to
the first end part 28a of the first rail 28. On the other hand,
the second bracket 24 is movably arranged adjacent to
the second end part 28b of the first rail 28. For example,
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the second bracket 24 is retractably connected to a sup-
porting base 25 at a back side of the first rail 28 through
an extension frame 24a, such that the second bracket
24 is longitudinally adjustable relative to the first rail 28.
Each of the first bracket 22 and the second bracket 24
comprises at least one mounting member. For example,
the first bracket 22 comprises a plurality of first mounting
members 38, and the second bracket 24 comprises a
plurality of second mounting members 40. The first brack-
et 22 and the second bracket 24 are configured to mount
the first rail 28 to the first post 26a and the second post
26b respectively through the first mounting members 38
and the second mounting members 40. Moreover, the
first rail 28 comprises a first wall 42a, a second wall 42b
and a longitudinal wall 44 connected between the first
wall 42a and the second wall 42b. A first passage 46 is
defined by the first wall 42a, the second wall 42b and the
longitudinal wall 44 of the first rail 28. Preferably, the first
rail 28 is arranged with a disengaging feature 48, and the
disengaging feature 48 has an inclined surface or an arc
surface. Preferably, the first rail 28 is arranged with a
protrusion 49 on the longitudinal wall 44, and the protru-
sion 49 has the disengaging feature 48.
[0013] The second rail 30 is movable relative to the
first rail 28. Preferably, the second rail 30 is mounted into
the first passage 46 of the first rail 28. The second rail
30 has a first end part 30a and a second end part 30b,
such as a front part and a rear part. Moreover, the second
rail 30 comprises a first wall 50a, a second wall 50b and
a longitudinal wall 52 connected between the first wall
50a and the second wall 50b. A second passage 54 is
defined by the first wall 50a, the second wall 50b and the
longitudinal wall 52 of the second rail 30. The first wall
50a, the second wall 50b and the longitudinal wall 52 of
the second rail 30 respectively correspond to the first wall
42a, the second wall 42b and the longitudinal wall 44 of
the first rail 28. Preferably, a synchronizing member 56
is movably mounted to the second rail 30. In the present
embodiment, the synchronizing member 56 is pivoted to
the longitudinal wall 52 of the second rail 30 through a
shaft 58, and the slide rail assembly 20 further comprises
an elastic feature 60, such as an elastic arm, configured
to provide an elastic force to the synchronizing member
56.
[0014] The first structure 32 is arranged adjacent to
the first end part 28a of the first rail 28. In the present
embodiment, the first structure 32 is arranged on the first
bracket 22. Specifically, the first bracket 22 comprises a
side wall 62, an end wall 64, a fastening member 66 and
an elastic member 68. The end wall 64 is substantially
perpendicularly bent relative to the side wall 62. The end
wall 64 is arranged with the first mounting members 38.
The fastening member 66 is movably mounted (such as
pivoted) to the side wall 62. The elastic member 68 (such
as a spring or an elastic piece) is configured to provide
an elastic to the fastening member 66, so as to hold the
fastening member 66 in a locking state and allow a fas-
tening part 66a of the fastening member 66 to be adjacent

to the first mounting members 38 on the end wall 64, in
order to lock the first post 26a (as shown in FIG. 2). Pref-
erably, the side wall 62 of the first bracket 22 has an
opening 70. One end 72a of an elastic component 72
(such as an elastic arm) is connected to the side wall 62,
and the other end 72b of the elastic component 72 is
arranged with the first structure 32. The first structure 32
is located at a position corresponding to the opening 70.
Preferably, the first structure 32 has a hook 74. Moreover,
the hook 74 is located at a position corresponding to a
through hole 76 of the first rail 28 and extended toward
the second rail 30.
[0015] The second structure 34 is arranged on the sec-
ond rail 30. Preferably, the second structure 34 is a hole
(or a recessed part) configured to interact with the hook
74 of the first structure 32. Preferably, the second struc-
ture 34 is arranged on the longitudinal wall 52 of the sec-
ond rail 30.
[0016] The third rail 36 is movable relative to the sec-
ond rail 30. Preferably, the third rail 36 is mounted into
the second passage 54 of the second rail 30. Specifically,
the third rail 36 comprises a first wall 78a, a second wall
78b and a longitudinal wall 80 connected between the
first wall 78a and the second wall 78b. The first wall 78a,
the second wall 78b and the longitudinal wall 80 of the
third rail 36 respectively correspond to the first wall 50a,
the second wall 50b and the longitudinal wall 52 of the
second rail 30. Preferably, the third rail 36 comprises a
synchronizing feature 82 (such as a protrusion) arranged
on the longitudinal wall 80 of the third rail 36. The syn-
chronizing feature 82 is configured to interact with the
synchronizing member 56. Preferably, the slide rail as-
sembly 20 further comprises a first working member 84
and a second working member 86 operatively connected
to the longitudinal wall 80 of the third rail 36, and a block-
ing part 88 is arranged adjacent to the first end part 30a
of the second rail 30. The blocking part 88 is arranged
on the longitudinal wall 52 of the second rail 30 and lat-
erally protruded relative to the longitudinal wall 52.
[0017] Preferably, the slide rail assembly 20 further
comprises a first slide assisting device 90 and a second
slide assisting device 92. The first slide assisting device
90 comprises a plurality of first rolling members 90a (such
as balls or wheels) rollingly supported between the first
rail 28 and the second rail 30, in order to assist in move-
ment of the second rail 30 relative to the first rail 28. On
the other hand, the second slide assisting device 92 com-
prises a plurality of second rolling members 92a (such
as balls or wheels) rollingly supported between the sec-
ond rail 30 and the third rail 36, in order to assist in move-
ment of the third rail 36 relative to the second rail 30.
Preferably, the first working member 84 and the second
working member 86 are pivoted to the longitudinal wall
80 of the third rail 36 through a first shaft 94 and a second
shaft 96 respectively. The slide rail assembly 20 further
comprises an elastic base 98 arranged on the longitudi-
nal wall 80 of the third rail 36. The elastic base 98 has a
first elastic part 98a and a second elastic part 98b con-
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figured to provide elastic forces to the first working mem-
ber 84 and the second working member 86 respectively.
Preferably, the slide rail assembly 20 further comprises
a first operating member 100 and a second operating
member 102 configured to operated the first working
member 84 and the second working member 86 respec-
tively.
[0018] As shown in FIG. 5, FIG. 6 and FIG. 7, the first
rail 28 of the slide rail assembly 20 is fixedly mounted to
the first post 26a and the second post 26b respectively
through the first bracket 22 and the second bracket 24,
and the second rail 30 is located at a retracted position
R relative to the first rail 28. On the other hand, the third
rail 36 is retracted relative to the second rail 30.
[0019] Moreover, the synchronizing member 56 of the
second rail 30 is in a predetermined state X1. Preferably,
the synchronizing member 56 is configured to be held in
the predetermined state X1 in response to the elastic
force of the elastic feature 60. The synchronizing feature
82 of the third rail 36 is configured to interact with the
synchronizing member 56 in the predetermined state X1.
In the present embodiment, the synchronizing feature 82
of the third rail 36 is configured to abut against the syn-
chronizing member 56 in the predetermined state X1.
Wherein, the synchronizing member 56 of the second
rail 30 is spaced from the disengaging feature 48 of the
first rail 28. On the other hand, the second structure 34
is spaced from the first structure 32. Wherein, the first
structure 32 abuts against the longitudinal wall 52 of the
second rail 30, such that the elastic component 72 is in
a state of accumulating an elastic force.
[0020] As shown in FIG. 8 and FIG. 9, when the third
rail 36 is moved along a first direction D1, the synchro-
nizing feature 82 is configured to abut against the syn-
chronizing member 56 in the predetermined state X1,
such that the second rail 30 and the third rail 36 can be
synchronously moved relative to the first rail 28 along the
first direction D1. When the second rail 30 and the third
rail 36 are moved a predetermined distance, a part 104
of the synchronizing member 56 of the second rail 30
contacts the disengaging feature 48 of the first rail 28.
Preferably, the part 104 of the synchronizing member 56
has an inclined surface or an arc surface. Meanwhile,
the second structure 34 of the second rail 30 is close to
the first structure 32.
[0021] As shown in FIG. 10, FIG. 11 and FIG. 12, when
the third rail 36 and the second rail 30 are further moved
along the first direction D1 until the second rail 30 is lo-
cated at an extended position E, the synchronizing mem-
ber 56 is no longer in the predetermined state X1 (such
as being switched to another state X2 shown in FIG. 11)
due to the disengaging feature 48. Therefore, the syn-
chronizing feature 82 of the third rail 36 no longer abuts
against the synchronizing member 56, such that the sec-
ond rail 30 is no longer synchronously moved with the
third rail 36. In the present embodiment, the part 104 and
the disengaging feature 48 abut against each other to
generate an acting force, such that the synchronizing

member 56 is deflected from the predetermined state X1
to another state X2. In the meantime, the elastic feature
60 is in a state of accumulating an elastic force. On the
other hand, when the second rail 30 is located at the
extended position E, the first structure 32 and the second
structure 34 interact with each other, in order to prevent
the second rail 30 from being moved relative to the first
rail 28 from the extended position E along the first direc-
tion D1 or a second direction D2 opposite to the first di-
rection D1. In the present embodiment, the first structure
32 and the second structure 34 are engaged with each
other. For example, the second structure 34 can be a
hole configured to allow the hook 74 of the first structure
32 to penetrate through in response to the elastic com-
ponent 72 releasing the elastic force, such that two walls
of the hole, such as a first wall 35a and a second wall
35b, are located at two sides of the hook 74. According
to such arrangement, the second rail 30 can be prevented
from being moved from the extended position E along
the first direction D1 or the second direction D2.
[0022] As shown in FIG. 13, FIG. 14 and FIG. 15, the
second rail 30 is located at the extended position E rel-
ative to the first rail 28. On the other hand, the first elastic
part 98a and the second elastic part 98b of the elastic
base 98 of the third rail 36 are configured to provide elas-
tic forces to the first working member 84 and the second
working member 86 respectively, in order to hold the first
working member 84 and the second working member 86
in a first state S1.
[0023] Moreover, when the third rail 36 is moved a pre-
determined distance relative to the second rail 30 along
the first direction D1, the second working member 86
contacts a first side of the blocking part 88 of the second
rail 30 (as shown in FIG. 13) . When the third rail 36 is
further moved relative to the second rail 30 along the first
direction D1, the second working member 86 interacts
with the blocking part 88, such that the second working
member 86 is deflected from the first state S1 to a second
state S2 (as shown in FIG. 14) to cross the first side of
the blocking part 88. In the meantime, the second elastic
part 98b is in a state of accumulating an elastic force.
When the third rail 36 is further moved relative to the
second rail 30 along the first direction D1 to a completely
extended position Y (as shown in FIG. 15), the second
working member 86 returns to the first state S1 in re-
sponse to the elastic force of the second elastic part 98b.
In the meantime, the second working member 86 is lo-
cated at a second side of the blocking part 88 (as shown
in FIG. 15). On the other hand, the first working member
84 is in the first state S1 and located at the first side of
the blocking part 88. Briefly, when the third rail 36 is lo-
cated at the completely extended position Y relative to
the second rail 30 (as shown in FIG. 15), the first working
member 84 and the second working member 86 are in
the first state S1 and respectively located at the first side
and the second side of the blocking part 88 to block the
blocking part 88, in order to prevent the third rail 36 from
being moved from the completely extended position Y
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along the first direction D1 or the second direction D2.
[0024] As shown in FIG. 15, FIG. 16 and FIG. 17, when
the third rail 36 is located at the completely extended
position Y relative to the second rail 30 and when a user
is going to move the third rail 36 from the completely
extended position Y along the first direction D1 or the
second direction D2, the user can operate the first work-
ing member 84 or the second working member 86 to be
no longer in the first state S1. For example, the user can
apply a force along the first direction D1 to the first op-
erating member 100, such that a driving part 100a of the
first operating member 100 can drive the first working
member 84 to deflect from the first state S1 to another
state (such as the second state S2 shown in FIG. 16), in
order to move the third rail 36 from the completely ex-
tended position Y along the first direction D1 to be outside
the second passage 54 of the second rail 30. In other
words, the third rail 36 can be detached from the second
rail 30. Moreover, the first working member 84, the sec-
ond working member 86 and the elastic base 98 are omit-
ted from FIG. 17.
[0025] As shown in FIG. 18, in a rack system 106, a
plurality of slide rail assemblies are usually arranged be-
tween the first post 26a and the second post 26b from
top to bottom. In the present embodiment, a first slide rail
assembly 20a, a second slide rail assembly 20b, a third
slide rail assembly 20c and a fourth slide rail assembly
20d are arranged between the first post 26a and the sec-
ond post 26b, but the present invention is not limited
thereto. Each of the slide rail assemblies comprises the
first rail 28, the second rail 30 and the third rail 36. Where-
in, the first rail 28 is mounted to the first post 26a and the
second post 26b through the first bracket 22 and the sec-
ond bracket 24 respectively. Configuration and operation
of each of the slide rail assemblies are disclosed in FIG.
2 to FIG. 17. For simplification, no further illustration is
provided.
[0026] Moreover, the third rail 36 of each of the slide
rail assemblies is configured to carry a carried object 108
(such as an electronic apparatus). Wherein, the first slide
rail assembly 20a and the second slide rail assembly 20b
are in the retracted state (please also refer to FIG. 5),
such that the carried objects 108 carried by the first slide
rail assembly 20a and the second slide rail assembly 20b
are located inside the rack. On the other hand, the second
rail 30 of the third slide rail assembly 20c is located at
the extended position E relative to the first rail 28, and
the first structure 32 and the second structure 34 of the
third slide rail assembly 20c are engaged with each other,
such that a portion of the second rail 30 of the third slide
rail assembly 20c is located outside the rack while the
third rail 36 of the third slide rail assembly 20c is detached
from the second rail 30. Furthermore, the fourth slide rail
assembly 20d is in an extended state. Wherein, the third
rail 36 of the fourth slide rail assembly 20d is located at
the completely extended position Y relative to the second
rail 30, such that the carried object 108 carried by the
fourth slide rail assembly 20d is located outside the rack.

[0027] In addition, the rack complies with a predeter-
mined specification. Therefore, when the slide rail as-
semblies are mounted to the first post 26a and the second
post 26b, a specification height h is defined between the
two adjacent slide rail assemblies. Under such configu-
ration, the first structure 32 of the third slide rail assembly
20c is arranged adjacent to the first end part 28a of the
first rail 28 (or adjacent to the first post 26a) and config-
ured to be engaged with the second structure 34 to hold
the second rail 30 at the extended position E. Therefore,
in contrast to the prior art (as shown in FIG. 1), the user
can extend the hand a shorter distance L to detach the
first structure 32 from the second structure 34, such that
the second rail 30 of the third slide rail assembly 20c can
be retracted relative to the first rail 28 from the extended
position E into the rack. It is convenient for the user to
retract the second rail 30 relative to the first rail 28, in
order to retract the second rail 30 into the rack. Since the
second rail 30 is retracted into the rack, a person walking
nearby the rack can be prevented from hitting the second
rail 30 to be hurt, so as to increase safety.
[0028] FIG. 19 and FIG. 20 are diagrams showing a
slide rail assembly 200 being mounted to the post of the
rack from two different viewing angles according to a sec-
ond embodiment of the present invention. For simplifica-
tion, only the first post 26a of the rack is shown in FIG.
19 and FIG. 20. Different from the slide rail assembly 20
of the first embodiment, the slide rail assembly 200 of
the second embodiment further comprises a releasing
member 202.
[0029] Specifically, before the releasing member 202
is operated (as shown in FIG. 19 and FIG. 20), the hook
74 of the first structure 32 is not detached from the second
structure 34 (such as the hole shown in FIG. 20); and
after the releasing member 202 is operated (as shown
in FIG. 21 and FIG. 22), the hook 74 of the first structure
32 is detached from the second structure 34 (as shown
in FIG. 22) . Moreover, the releasing member 202 is mov-
ably mounted to the first bracket 22. Wherein, the releas-
ing member 202 comprises an operating part 202a, a
driving part 202b and a connecting part 202c arranged
between the operating part 202a and the driving part
202b. Preferably, the connecting part 202c is pivoted to
at least one lug 205 of the first bracket 22 through a pivotal
shaft 204. The driving part 202b is configured to abut
against a portion of the elastic component 72 (such as
the end 72b) . The operating part 202a is adjacent to the
at least one mounting member 38 of the first bracket 22.
In the present embodiment, since the at least one mount-
ing member 38 of the first bracket 22 is mounted to the
first post 26a, the operating part 202a is adjacent to the
first post 26a. Preferably, the operating part 202a has
one end 203 adjacent to a post surface 207 of the first
post 26a, or the end 203 of the operating part 202a ex-
ceeds beyond the post surface 207 of the first post 26a
along the first direction D1 (as shown in FIG. 20). As
such, it is convenient for the user to apply a force to the
releasing member 202 through the operating part 202a
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to deflect the releasing member 202 (as shown in FIG.
21 and FIG. 22), such that the other end 72b of the elastic
component 72 can be operated to move to detach the
hook 74 of the first structure 32 from the second structure
34. In other words, the user can disengage the first struc-
ture 32 from the second structure 34 without extending
the hand into a space inside the rack, such that the sec-
ond rail 30 can be retracted relative to the first rail 28
along the second direction D2 from the extended position
E into the rack. Therefore, the releasing member 202 can
be operated to move the elastic component 72, in order
to detach the hook 74 of the first structure 32 from the
second structure 34 (such as the hole) . Preferably, the
slide rail assembly 200 further comprises a return elastic
member 209. The releasing member 202 is configured
to be held at a predetermined position (as shown in FIG.
19) in response to an elastic force of the return elastic
member 209.
[0030] As shown in FIG. 23 and FIG. 24, in addition to
disengaging the first structure 32 from the second struc-
ture 34 through the releasing member 202 of the second
embodiment, the third rail 36 can also be used to disen-
gage the first structure 32 from the second structure 34.
For example, one of the third rail 36 and the first structure
32 has a disengaging part 81. In the present embodiment,
the synchronizing feature 82 of the third rail 36 has the
disengaging part 81 (such as an inclined surface or an
arc surface) . When the third rail 36 is moved a prede-
termined retracted distance relative to the second rail 30
from the completely extended position Y along the sec-
ond direction D2, the third rail 36 is configured to drive
the first structure 32 to detach from the second structure
34 through the disengaging part 81, in order to disengage
the first structure 32 from the second structure 34, such
that the second rail 30 can be retracted relative to the
first rail 28 from the extended position E into the rack.
[0031] FIG. 25 and FIG. 26 are diagrams showing a
slide rail assembly 300 according to a third embodiment
of the present invention. The slide rail assembly 300 com-
prises a first rail 302 and a second rail 304. Preferably,
the slide rail assembly 300 further comprises a third rail
306, a first bracket 308 and a second bracket 310. Where-
in, configurations and operations of the first rail 302, the
second rail 304, the third rail 306, the first bracket 308
and the second bracket 310 are substantially identical to
those of the slide rail assembly 20 of the first embodiment,
thus no further illustration is provided for simplification.
Different from the slide rail assembly 20 of the first em-
bodiment, the slide rail assembly 300 of the third embod-
iment further comprises a disengaging member 312.
[0032] Moreover, the disengaging member 312 is ar-
ranged on the second rail 304. Preferably, a longitudinal
wall of the second rail 304 has a first side L1 and a second
side L2. The first side L1 is configured to face the first
rail 302, and the second side L2 is configured to face the
third rail 306. The disengaging member 312 is arranged
at the first side L1 of the second rail 304. Preferably, the
disengaging member 312 is movably mounted to the sec-

ond rail 304. The disengaging member 312 and the sec-
ond rail 304 are configured to be movable relative to each
other within a limited range through interaction between
at least one first guiding feature 314 and at least one
second guiding feature 316. For example, the first guiding
feature 314 and the second guiding feature 316 are re-
spectively a protrusion and an elongated hole (such as
a longitudinally elongated hole). The protrusion is con-
figured to penetrate through a portion of the elongated
hole. Preferably, the slide rail assembly 300 further com-
prises a return spring 318 mounted between the second
rail 304 and the disengaging member 312.
[0033] FIG. 27 and FIG. 28 are diagrams showing the
slide rail assembly 300 being mounted to the post of the
rack from two different viewing angles according to the
third embodiment of the present invention. For simplifi-
cation, only the first post 26a of the rack is shown in FIG.
27 and FIG. 28.
[0034] Specifically, when the second rail 304 is moved
relative to the first rail 302 from the retracted position R
to the extended position E along the first direction D1, a
first structure 320 and a second structure 322 are en-
gaged with each other, in order to prevent the second
rail 304 from being moved from the extended position E
along the first direction D1 or the second direction D2.
Wherein, the disengaging member 312 is configured to
disengage the first structure 320 from the second struc-
ture 322. Wherein, when the second rail 304 is located
at the extended position E, a portion of the disengaging
member 312 (such as an operating part 312a) exceeds
beyond a first end part 302a of the first rail 302, or ex-
ceeds beyond the at least one mounting member 38 of
the first bracket 308. According to such arrangement, it
is convenient for the user to operate the disengaging
member 312 to detach the first structure 320 from the
second structure 322, such that the second rail 304 can
be retracted relative to the first rail 302 along the second
direction D2 from the extended position E into the rack.
[0035] Moreover, when the user apply a force to the
disengaging member 312 along the first direction D1, the
disengaging member 312 is moved from a first position
P1 (as shown in FIG. 27) to a second position P2 (as
shown in FIG. 29) to drive the first structure 320 to dis-
engage from the second structure 322 (as shown in FIG.
30), such that the second rail 304 can be moved and
retraced relative to the first rail 302 from the extended
position E along the second direction D2 (as shown in
FIG. 30). Preferably, one of the disengaging member 312
and the first structure 320 has a guiding part 324 (such
as an inclined surface or an arc surface) . The guiding
part 324 is configured to allow a pushing part 313 of the
disengaging member 312 to easily deflect the first struc-
ture 320 through an elastic component 326 in order to
disengage the first structure 320 from the second struc-
ture 322. Preferably, the return spring 318 is configured
to provide an elastic force to the disengaging member
312, in order to hold the disengaging member 312 at a
predetermined position, such as the first position P1.
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[0036] In addition, in the third embodiment, a disen-
gaging part of the third rail 306 of the slide rail assembly
300 can also be used to disengage the first structure 320
from the second structure 322. For simplification, no fur-
ther illustration is provided.

Claims

1. A slide rail assembly (20, 200, 300), comprising:

a first rail (28, 302);
a second rail (30, 304) movable relative to the
first rail (28, 302);
a first structure (32, 320) arranged adjacent to
an end part (28a, 302a) of the first rail (28, 302);
and
a second structure (34, 322) arranged on the
second rail (30, 304);
characterized in that:

when the second rail (30, 304) is moved rel-
ative to the first rail (28, 302) from a retracted
position to an extended position along a first
direction, the first structure (32, 320) and
the second structure (34, 322) are config-
ured to be engaged with each other, in order
to prevent the second rail (30, 304) from be-
ing moved from the extended position along
the first direction or a second direction; and
the second direction is opposite to the first
direction.

2. The slide rail assembly of claim 1, further charac-
terized by a disengaging member (312) arranged
on the second rail (304), wherein the disengaging
member (312) is configured to disengage the first
structure (320) from the second structure (322);
wherein when the second rail (304) is located at the
extended position, a portion of the disengaging
member (312) exceeds beyond the end part (302a)
of the first rail (302).

3. The slide rail assembly of claim 2, characterized in
that the disengaging member (312) is movably
mounted to the second rail (304), and the disengag-
ing member (312) and the second rail (304) are mov-
able relative to each other within a limited range
through interaction between a first guiding feature
(314) and a second guiding feature (316), the first
guiding feature (314) and the second guiding feature
(316) are respectively a protrusion and an elongated
hole, and the protrusion penetrates through a portion
of the elongated hole.

4. The slide rail assembly of claim 3, further charac-
terized by a return spring (318) configured to provide
an elastic force to the disengaging member (312), in

order to hold the disengaging member (312) at a
predetermined position.

5. The slide rail assembly of any of claim 2-4, charac-
terized in that one of the disengaging member (312)
and the first structure (320) has a guiding part (324),
and the disengaging member (312) is configured to
disengage the first structure (320) from the second
structure (322) through the guiding part (324).

6. The slide rail assembly of any of claims 1-5, further
characterized by a third rail (36, 306) movable rel-
ative to the second rail (30, 304), wherein one of the
third rail (36, 306) and the first structure (32, 320) is
arranged with a disengaging part (81); when the third
rail (36, 306) is moved a predetermined retracted
distance from a completely extended position along
the second direction, the third rail (36, 306) is con-
figured to disengage the first structure (32, 320) from
the second structure (34, 322) through the disengag-
ing part (81).

7. The slide rail assembly of any of claims 1-6, char-
acterized in that one of the first structure (32, 320)
and the second structure (34, 322) has a hook (74),
and the other one of the first structure (32, 320) and
the second structure (34, 322) is a hole configured
to allow the hook (74) to penetrate through, such that
two walls (35a, 35b) of the hole are located at two
sides of the hook (74).

8. The slide rail assembly of any of claims 1-7, char-
acterized in that the first rail (28, 302) is arranged
with a bracket (22, 308), and the first structure (32,
320) is arranged on the bracket (22, 308) .

9. The slide rail assembly of claim 8, further charac-
terized by a releasing member (202) arranged on
the bracket (22) and configured to be operated to
detach the first structure (32) from the second struc-
ture (34), wherein the releasing member (202) has
an operating part (202a), and the operating part
(202a) is adjacent to at least one mounting member
(38) of the bracket (22) .

10. The slide rail assembly of any of claims 1-9, further
characterized by a third rail (36, 306) movable rel-
ative to the second rail (30, 304), wherein the first
rail (28, 302) is arranged with a disengaging feature
(48), a synchronizing member (56) is movably
mounted to the second rail (30, 304), and the third
rail (36, 306) comprises a synchronizing feature (82);
the synchronizing feature (82) is configured to abut
against the synchronizing member (56) in a prede-
termined state, in order to allow the second rail (30,
304) and the third rail (36, 306) to synchronously
move relative to the first rail (28, 302) along the first
direction; when the second rail (30, 304) and the third
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rail (36, 306) are moved to the extended position,
the disengaging feature (48) is configured to move
the synchronizing member (56) to be no longer in
the predetermined state, such that the second rail
(30, 304) is no longer synchronously moved with the
third rail (36, 306); the synchronizing member (56)
is pivoted to the second rail (30, 304), and the slide
rail assembly (20, 200, 300) further comprises an
elastic feature (60) configured to provide an elastic
force to the synchronizing member (56), in order to
hold the synchronizing member (56) in the predeter-
mined state.

11. A slide rail assembly (20, 200, 300), comprising:

a first rail (28, 302) having a front part (28a,
302a) and a rear part (28b, 302b);
a second rail (30, 304) movable relative to the
first rail (28, 302);
a first bracket (22, 308) arranged adjacent to the
front part (28a, 302a) of the first rail (28, 302),
the first bracket (22, 308) comprising at least
one mounting member (38) configured to mount
the first rail (28, 302) to a first post (26a) of a rack;
a second bracket (24, 310) movably arranged
adjacent to the rear part (28b, 302b) of the first
rail (28, 302), the second bracket (24, 310) com-
prising at least one mounting member (40) con-
figured to mount the first rail (28, 302) to a sec-
ond post (26b) of the rack;
a first structure (32, 320) arranged on the first
bracket (22, 308); and
a second structure (34, 322) arranged on the
second rail (30, 304);
characterized in that:
when the second rail (30, 304) is located at an
extended position relative to the first rail (28,
302), the first structure (32, 320) and the second
structure (34, 322) are configured to be engaged
with each other.

12. The slide rail assembly of claim 11, further charac-
terized by a disengaging member (312) movably
arranged on the second rail (304), wherein when the
second rail (304) is located at the extended position,
an operating part (312a) of the disengaging member
(312) exceeds beyond the at least one mounting
member (38) of the first bracket (308), and the dis-
engaging member (312) is configured to disengage
the first structure (320) from the second structure
(322).

13. The slide rail assembly of claim 11 or 12, charac-
terized in that one of the first structure (32, 320) and
the second structure (34, 322) has a hook (74), and
the other one of the first structure (32, 320) and the
second structure (34, 322) is a hole configured to
allow the hook (74) to penetrate through, such that

two walls (35a, 35b) of the hole are located at two
sides of the hook (74) ; wherein the first bracket (22,
308) is arranged with an elastic component (72, 326),
and the hook (74) is arranged on the elastic compo-
nent (72, 326).

14. The slide rail assembly of claim 13, further charac-
terized by a releasing member (202) arranged on
the first bracket (22), wherein the releasing member
(202) has an operating part (202a) configured to be
operated to detach the hook (74) from the hole, and
the operating part (202a) is adjacent to the at least
one mounting member (38) of the first bracket (22).

15. The slide rail assembly of any of claims 11-14, further
characterized by a third rail (36, 306) movable rel-
ative to the second rail (30, 304), wherein one of the
third rail (36, 306) and the first structure (32, 320) is
arranged with a disengaging part (81), wherein when
the third rail (36, 306) is moved a predetermined re-
tracted distance from a completely extended position
along a retracted direction, the third rail (36, 306) is
configured to disengage the first structure (32, 320)
from the second structure (34, 322) through the dis-
engaging part (81).

Amended claims in accordance with Rule 137(2)
EPC.

1. A slide rail assembly (20, 200, 300), comprising:

a first rail (28, 302);
a second rail (30, 304) movable relative to the
first rail (28, 302);
a first structure (32, 320) arranged adjacent to
an end part (28a, 302a) of the first rail (28, 302);
and
a second structure (34, 322) arranged on the
second rail (30, 304);
wherein when the second rail (30, 304) is moved
relative to the first rail (28, 302) from a retracted
position to an extended position along a first di-
rection, the first structure (32, 320) and the sec-
ond structure (34, 322) are configured to be en-
gaged with each other, in order to prevent the
second rail (30, 304) from being moved from the
extended position along the first direction or a
second direction; and
the second direction is opposite to the first di-
rection characterized by:

a third rail (36, 306) movable relative to the
second rail (30, 304);
a first working member (84) and a second
working member (86) operatively connect-
ed to a longitudinal wall (80) of the third rail
(36),
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a blocking part (88) is arranged adjacent to
a first end part (30a) of the second rail (30),
wherein the blocking part (88) is arranged
on a longitudinal wall (52) of the second rail
30 and laterally protruded relative to the lon-
gitudinal wall (52),
an elastic base (98) arranged on the longi-
tudinal wall (80) of the third rail (36), wherein
the elastic base (98) has a first elastic part
(98a) and a second elastic part (98b) con-
figured to provide elastic forces to the first
working member (84) and the second work-
ing member (86), respectively, in order to
hold the first working member (84) and the
second working member (86) in a first state
S1,
a first operating member (100) and a second
operating member (102) configured to op-
erate the first working member (84) and the
second working member (86), respectively,
wherein, when the third rail (36) is located
at a completely extended position (Y) rela-
tive to the second rail (30), the first working
member (84) and the second working mem-
ber (86) are in the first state S1 and respec-
tively located at a first side and a second
side of the blocking part (88) to block the
blocking part (88), in order to prevent the
third rail (36) from being moved from the
completely extended position (Y) along the
first direction (D1) or the second direction
(D2),
wherein the first operating member (100) is
configured to drive the first working member
(84) to deflect from the first state (S1) to a
second state (S2), and the second operat-
ing member (102) is configured to drive the
second working member (86) to deflect from
the first state (S1) to a second state (S2),
wherein, in the second state of the first work-
ing member (84) or the second working
member (86), the third rail (36) is allowed
to be moved from the completely extended
position (Y) along the first direction (D1) or
the second direction (D2), respectively.

2. The slide rail assembly of claim 1, further charac-
terized by a disengaging member (312) arranged
on the second rail (304), wherein the disengaging
member (312) is configured to disengage the first
structure (320) from the second structure (322);
wherein when the second rail (304) is located at the
extended position, a portion of the disengaging
member (312) exceeds beyond the end part (302a)
of the first rail (302).

3. The slide rail assembly of claim 2, characterized in
that the disengaging member (312) is movably

mounted to the second rail (304), and the disengag-
ing member (312) and the second rail (304) are mov-
able relative to each other within a limited range
through interaction between a first guiding feature
(314) and a second guiding feature (316), the first
guiding feature (314) and the second guiding feature
(316) are respectively a protrusion and an elongated
hole, and the protrusion penetrates through a portion
of the elongated hole.

4. The slide rail assembly of claim 3, further charac-
terized by a return spring (318) configured to provide
an elastic force to the disengaging member (312), in
order to hold the disengaging member (312) at a
predetermined position.

5. The slide rail assembly of any of claim 2-4, charac-
terized in that one of the disengaging member (312)
and the first structure (320) has a guiding part (324),
and the disengaging member (312) is configured to
disengage the first structure (320) from the second
structure (322) through the guiding part (324).

6. The slide rail assembly of any of claims 1-5, further
characterized in that one of the third rail (36, 306)
and the first structure (32, 320) is arranged with a
disengaging part (81); when the third rail (36, 306)
is moved a predetermined retracted distance from a
completely extended position along the second di-
rection, the third rail (36, 306) is configured to dis-
engage the first structure (32, 320) from the second
structure (34, 322) through the disengaging part (81).

7. The slide rail assembly of any of claims 1-6, char-
acterized in that one of the first structure (32, 320)
and the second structure (34, 322) has a hook (74),
and the other one of the first structure (32, 320) and
the second structure (34, 322) is a hole configured
to allow the hook (74) to penetrate through, such that
two walls (35a, 35b) of the hole are located at two
sides of the hook (74).

8. The slide rail assembly of any of claims 1-7, char-
acterized in that the first rail (28, 302) is arranged
with a bracket (22, 308), and the first structure (32,
320) is arranged on the bracket (22, 308) .

9. The slide rail assembly of claim 8, further charac-
terized by a releasing member (202) arranged on
the bracket (22) and configured to be operated to
detach the first structure (32) from the second struc-
ture (34), wherein the releasing member (202) has
an operating part (202a), and the operating part
(202a) is adjacent to at least one mounting member
(38) of the bracket (22) .

10. The slide rail assembly of any of claims 1-9, further
characterized in that the first rail (28, 302) is ar-
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ranged with a disengaging feature (48), a synchro-
nizing member (56) is movably mounted to the sec-
ond rail (30, 304), and the third rail (36, 306) com-
prises a synchronizing feature (82); the synchroniz-
ing feature (82) is configured to abut against the syn-
chronizing member (56) in a predetermined state, in
order to allow the second rail (30, 304) and the third
rail (36, 306) to synchronously move relative to the
first rail (28, 302) along the first direction; when the
second rail (30, 304) and the third rail (36, 306) are
moved to the extended position, the disengaging fea-
ture (48) is configured to move the synchronizing
member (56) to be no longer in the predetermined
state, such that the second rail (30, 304) is no longer
synchronously moved with the third rail (36, 306);
the synchronizing member (56) is pivoted to the sec-
ond rail (30, 304), and the slide rail assembly (20,
200, 300) further comprises an elastic feature (60)
configured to provide an elastic force to the synchro-
nizing member (56), in order to hold the synchroniz-
ing member (56) in the predetermined state.

11. A slide rail assembly (20, 200, 300), comprising:

a first rail (28, 302) having a front part (28a,
302a) and a rear part (28b, 302b);
a second rail (30, 304) movable relative to the
first rail (28, 302);
a first bracket (22, 308) arranged adjacent to the
front part (28a, 302a) of the first rail (28, 302),
the first bracket (22, 308) comprising at least
one mounting member (38) configured to mount
the first rail (28, 302) to a first post (26a) of a rack;
a second bracket (24, 310) movably arranged
adjacent to the rear part (28b, 302b) of the first
rail (28, 302), the second bracket (24, 310) com-
prising at least one mounting member (40) con-
figured to mount the first rail (28, 302) to a sec-
ond post (26b) of the rack;
a first structure (32, 320) arranged on the first
bracket (22, 308); and
a second structure (34, 322) arranged on the
second rail (30, 304);
wherein when the second rail (30, 304) is located
at an extended position relative to the first rail
(28, 302), the first structure (32, 320) and the
second structure (34, 322) are configured to be
engaged with each other, characterized by:

a third rail (36, 306) movable relative to the
second rail (30, 304);
a first working member (84) and a second
working member (86) operatively connect-
ed to a longitudinal wall (80) of the third rail
(36),
a blocking part (88) is arranged adjacent to
a first end part (30a) of the second rail (30),
wherein the blocking part (88) is arranged

on a longitudinal wall (52) of the second rail
30 and laterally protruded relative to the lon-
gitudinal wall (52),
an elastic base (98) arranged on the longi-
tudinal wall (80) of the third rail (36), wherein
the elastic base (98) has a first elastic part
(98a) and a second elastic part (98b) con-
figured to provide elastic forces to the first
working member (84) and the second work-
ing member (86), respectively, in order to
hold the first working member (84) and the
second working member (86) in a first state
S1,
a first operating member (100) and a second
operating member (102) configured to op-
erate the first working member (84) and the
second working member (86), respectively,
wherein, when the third rail (36) is located
at a completely extended position (Y) rela-
tive to the second rail (30), the first working
member (84) and the second working mem-
ber (86) are in the first state S1 and respec-
tively located at a first side and a second
side of the blocking part (88) to block the
blocking part (88), in order to prevent the
third rail (36) from being moved from the
completely extended position (Y) along the
first direction (D1) or the second direction
(D2),
wherein the first operating member (100) is
configured to drive the first working member
(84) to deflect from the first state (S1) to a
second state (S2), and the second operat-
ing member (102) is configured to drive the
second working member (86) to deflect from
the first state (S1) to a second state (S2),
wherein, in the second state of the first work-
ing member (84) or the second working
member (86), the third rail (36) is allowed
to be moved from the completely extended
position (Y) along the first direction (D1) or
the second direction (D2), respectively.

12. The slide rail assembly of claim 11, further charac-
terized by a disengaging member (312) movably
arranged on the second rail (304), wherein when the
second rail (304) is located at the extended position,
an operating part (312a) of the disengaging member
(312) exceeds beyond the at least one mounting
member (38) of the first bracket (308), and the dis-
engaging member (312) is configured to disengage
the first structure (320) from the second structure
(322) .

13. The slide rail assembly of claim 11 or 12, charac-
terized in that one of the first structure (32, 320) and
the second structure (34, 322) has a hook (74), and
the other one of the first structure (32, 320) and the
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second structure (34, 322) is a hole configured to
allow the hook (74) to penetrate through, such that
two walls (35a, 35b) of the hole are located at two
sides of the hook (74) ; wherein the first bracket (22,
308) is arranged with an elastic component (72, 326),
and the hook (74) is arranged on the elastic compo-
nent (72, 326).

14. The slide rail assembly of claim 13, further charac-
terized by a releasing member (202) arranged on
the first bracket (22), wherein the releasing member
(202) has an operating part (202a) configured to be
operated to detach the hook (74) from the hole, and
the operating part (202a) is adjacent to the at least
one mounting member (38) of the first bracket (22).

15. The slide rail assembly of any of claims 11-14, further
characterized in that one of the third rail (36, 306)
and the first structure (32, 320) is arranged with a
disengaging part (81), wherein when the third rail
(36, 306) is moved a predetermined retracted dis-
tance from a completely extended position along a
retracted direction, the third rail (36, 306) is config-
ured to disengage the first structure (32, 320) from
the second structure (34, 322) through the disengag-
ing part (81).
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